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3, kelas 2, dan bupena kelas 5 sd pdf 7 Â .Q: InnoDB Optimizer waits for

full table scan to finish before starting read_ahead operation I'm
working with a legacy application that uses InnoDB, and trying to figure

out why the Optimizer waits to run my read_ahead on a table. The
problem is that the optimizer waits till the end of the table scan before

starting to do my read_ahead. My query looks like SELECT * FROM
destination_table WHERE id = :id; The optimizer states that the table
has 1,863,907 rows and the estimated rows returned is 86,300. As far

as I can tell, the table scan has finished when the read_ahead is
started, yet the optimizer doesn't consider the estimated rows so it
doesn't perform the read_ahead. My read_ahead looks like SELECT *

FROM read_ahead_table WHERE id = :id If I take a sample, the
optimizer does not wait till the read_ahead table finishes, it just runs
the read_ahead without waiting for the table scan to finish. SELECT *

FROM read_ahead_table WHERE id = :id So, does the optimizer wait till
the table scan has finished before starting a read_ahead for a table, or
will it just run the read_ahead without waiting to see if the table scan

has finished? A: According to MySQL Release Note 50541 ( read_ahead
will run automatically if requested by query planner, assuming that

there are enough key_reads_for_rows rows returned from your SELECT
statement. Key_reads_for_rows: The number of rows read from disk for
each row in a query result. If the key_reads_for_rows value is set too
low, the key lookup of the records in the result row may not complete
before the query is executed. Key_read_requests: The number of disk

reads that occur for each table row. The read_requests value is
estimated and may be too high if you have a high read_ahead_size

value or a high value c6a93da74d
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